Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań
Faculty of Modern Languages and Literatures

The Institute of Russian and Ukrainian Studies
offers programmes in
„EAST SLAVIC PHILOLOGY” and „PHILOLOGY”
in the chosen specialisation:
full-time study programme (BA studies)
 Russian Philology
 Ukrainian Philology
 Russian and English Philology
 Ukrainian and English Philology
 Russian and Ukrainian Philology
 Russian Philology and Applied Linguistics

full-time study programme (MA studies)
 Russian Philology
 Ukrainian Philology
 Image and mediatory communication

part-time programme (BA studies)
 Russian Philology

part-time programme (MA studies)
 Russian Philology
Image and mediatory
communication

as well as
post-graduate courses:
 Translation and
Interpreting in Russian

Professional and
teaching staff

highly

qualified

research

and

Excellent learning facilities: multimedia lecture halls,
rooms for consecutive and simultaneous interpreting,
computer lab, modern Philological
Library
(Novum)
Instytut Filologii
Rosyjskiej
UAM
al. Niepodległości 4, 61-874 Poznań

Efficient and professional
learning
Russian
and
tel. 61 829
35 76, fax.of
61 829
35 75
Ukrainian (including beginner
level), English, German and
ifros@amu.edu.pl
Belarusian* (*as a foreign language course)
A strong emphasis on practical language skills
Exploring the culture and history of Russia, Ukraine,
Germany, and English-speaking countries
Professional preparation for work with the use of Russian,
Ukrainian, English, and German
A broad range of scholarships and bursaries for students
Opportunities
for
international
internships
and
scholarships in cooperation with the universities from the
EU, Ukraine and Russia

The curriculum includes the following
modules:





Specialization languages: practical learning of Russian,
Ukrainian, English, and German,
Linguistics, e.g. phonetics, morphology and syntax, linguistic
situation in Russia, Ukraine and on the British Isles,
Literary Studies, e.g. the history of Ukrainian, Russian and
English literature, history and literature of Ireland,
Cultural Studies, e.g. the history and culture of Ukrainian,
Russian, English, and German language speaking
area/countries,

as well as:

 additional courses, e.g. Philosophy, Psychology, Pedagogy,
Information Technology, translation workshops, elective
classes (Linguistics / Literary Studies)
 preparation of final theses,
in line with the selected BA / MA seminar profile

Visit our website → ifros.home.amu.edu.pl

